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Are you on the market for a new vehicle? Some experts might suggest that you purchase used
vehicles to get more value for your money. Aside from less value lost by depreciation, a used car is
also affordable which is a good starter for first-time car owners or those on a budget; is pre-owned
certified which guarantees it was checked for engine and body condition; and has safety features
any car buyer requires.

There are several dealerships in Edmonton, Alberta that sell both new and pre-owned vehicles so it
wouldnâ€™t be too difficult to find a reliable dealer. Some dealers will suggest you choose more recent
car models; that way you get to enjoy a car that is virtually new for a fraction of the cost. Car
manufacturers have produced relatively high quality cars in 2010 so it is also a good idea to narrow
down your choices to cars produced that year. Listed below are some of the best 2010 vehicles
available from Edmonton dealerships.

2010 Ford Ranger Super Cab

Internet Price: $19,000

Car buyers who are looking for a decent truck might want to consider the Ford Ranger Super Cab.
This four-door truck with automatic transmission is noted for its maneuverability. The Ford Ranger
Super Cab also has relatively good fuel economy for a truck that has a 4 Liter V-6 cylinder engine.

2010 Hyundai Elantra

Internet Price: $15,000

Edmonton auto dealers will recommend the Hyundai Elantra for buyers looking for a relatively
reliable sedan. The Elantra is said to be affordable, especially in the used car market, and
reportedly makes for a smooth and secure ride. Its interiors have been described as roomy with
plenty of legroom in the backseat. The Hyundai Elantra has an automatic transmission and a 2.0
Liter I-4 cylinder engine.

2010 Toyota Matrix

Internet Price: $18,000

Car buyers who are looking for a practical albeit stylish Edmonton car might want to consider the
Toyota Matrix. This five door hatchback has decent fuel economy with its 2.4 Liter I-4 cylinder
engine. It has spacious interiors and reportedly makes for a smooth ride.

Many people have enjoyed owning pre-owned vehicles from Edmonton auto dealerships. If you
would like to find more car models, go to the nearest dealership in your area to consult with a
reliable dealer. You can also check out the following websites if you would like to learn more about
used cars: ca.autos.yahoo.com, autos.ca and Edmunds.com.
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For more details, search a Edmonton auto dealers, a Edmonton car and a Edmonton auto in Google.
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